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Abstract 

Social networking sites play a major role nowadays. All the current affairs are checked on the social sites and communication with 

various people is possible through the social networking sites. This paper provides an idea to integrate social networking with 

learning. The website proposed will be a platform through which the teachers and the students can communicate and connect with 

the students. The main idea of the project is to provide assistance to the staffs and the students and to enhance the learning 

methodology.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The difficulties that are present in the communication between the students and the staff can be overcome by the social networking. 

The website proposed helps the students and staff to interact directly with each other through the forum. It benefits the student as 

they can post their doubts much easier than talking over the phone. In a college, there is little interaction between the students and 

the staffs during the college hours and there is miscommunication in the announcements given by the staff. To overcome these 

disadvantages the staffs can post the announcements in the website space will alert the students who are part of the portal. An 

added feature is the accessibility to documents and other materials. Instead of sending the notes through mail or whatsapp, the 

staffs can post those documents in the website space, so that it remains there and can be downloaded whenever required making 

the task much easier for the students. The website provides a platform through which the teachers and the students can upload e-

books, lectures and post important announcements and information. The students can clear their doubts on the forum and there will 

be a space for blogging for both teachers and the students. The doubts posted by the students will be in the public newsfeed so that 

the other students can also clear the same doubt through it. The staff can post videos of their lectures on the website for student’s 

further references. 

II. WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT 

With the rapid development and popularization of computer and network, more and more people like to get information from the 

internet, and a large number of enterprises try to publish information and propagate themselves through websites. [1]Here in this 

paper a website is proposed to enhance the learning process and make efficient communication and information retrieval for 

students and teachers in an institution. 

The web page design aims to plan the layout of a website, organize information and implement functions of the web page and 

it is done with the help of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. To access data from back-end database PHP, SQLServer, MySQL is used. 

[1] 

III. ONLINE LEARNING TOOL 

The Network technology has given an opportunity for the students to build experience and enhance their skill. The important 

medium is by online communication where the data and information can be gathered in short or lesser time compared to traditional 

study. [2] Due to technology adapt and students are always ready with online communication, it has motivated to build an online 

learning tool for the betterment of Engineering students and teachers. 

This tool is developed based on Web2.0. Web 2.0 provides users with a personalized platform where users can connect with 

others mirroring the way people network in real life.[3,4] This paper explores the use of social networking Web2.0 technology to 

enhance education. 
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IV. FEATURES 

The online learning tool proposed for students and staffs provides various features to enhance the traditional learning method and 

provide assistance to the staffs. 

 Newsfeed 

The communication between the staff and the students are done with the help of status posted by them in the newsfeed. Space is 

provided through which teachers can post any announcements for the students. This makes sure the information reaches every 

student in the department. 

The students can post their doubts on the newsfeed which is seen by the staffs and the staffs can provide the necessary replies 

to those doubts. This provides an advantage for clarifying doubts after working hours of the college. The post of the students is 

added to the newsfeed only after the verification by the staffs. 

 
Fig. 1: Students & Staffs Page 

 Upload Videos and Documents 

The website provides a feature to the teachers to upload documents and videos. Documents such as notes, textbooks for each 

subject can be uploaded and students can use them by downloading anytime they want to. [5]Videos consist of lecture videos of 

staffs on various topics, videos of seminars held at the college. 

 Advantage 

 Students can refer notes of classes they have missed. 

 A single platform through which all notes and lectures can be downloaded by the students. 

 
Fig. 2: Upload Videos and Documents Page 

 E-Calendar 

E-calendar replaces the traditional calendar booklets given to the students in the college. E-Calendar contains all the events and 

news for the entire academic schedule. The students can view the happenings on a specific date by selecting the date in the calendar. 

 Advantage 

 Replaces the traditional calendar booklets. 

 Students can refer to past events easily by selecting the dates in the calendar. 

 Staff can direct the link to the seminars or other events held on a particular date. 
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Fig. 3: E-Calendar Page 

 Parents Staff Interaction 

A separate login is given to the parents of the students. They can interact with the staff and get to know the performance of their 

son/daughter. The website provides the remarks of staff about individual students to their parents and details on their assessment 

result. 

 Advantage 

 Parents get to know the status of their son/daughter. 

 An efficient interaction between parents and teachers. 

 
Fig. 4: E-Calendar Page 

 Student Details 

All the students that are part of the department or a college are registered on the website and are given a login. The details of the 

students who have been registered are made public to the staffs, whenever the staff logs into the site, the staff can view the entire 

student details and can edit the details if there are some errors. 

 Advantage 

All the staff needs assistance when it comes to knowing about the student, to avoid this, the student details are made public to the 

staff and they can use it whenever they need without any help just by logging in to the site. 

 
Fig. 5: Students Details Page 
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 Previous year Question Papers 

All the previous question papers for the examinations are uploaded in a separate tab from which the students can download it. The 

students need not search for it on a separate website. 

 Advantage 

 There are many sites in which the students need to check for finding the previous year question papers. Here it is brought 

under one roof. 

 
Fig. 6: E-Calendar Page 

V. PRIVACY MANAGEMENT 

The forum created for the students and teachers is a closed group, where no new member can enter. The login for each student is 

already generated and is given to the students and staff of the particular college. Password alone can be changed by the students 

and staff. The staffs have the admin privileges and can verify and confirm the post, documents and other updates in the forum. 

For the students, the username is their registration number and a default password is given which can be changed. For the staff, a 

single login is given with which any staff part of the website can log in. The parents of the students are given a separate login and 

a password, and they can communicate with the teachers through it and gain knowledge about day to day activities of their 

sons/daughters in the college hours.  

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

The main idea of the project is to bring all the social networking sites that are used by students and staffs for college-related 

purposes and interaction under a single roof. The future work includes [6] an online laboratory feature proposed which provide an 

alternate to the college computer laboratory, where the students can work on and learn online. The online laboratory contains a list 

of all the laboratory exercise given to the students in their curriculum and a compiler where students can code and execute programs. 

Coding test is done with the help of a compiler added to the website where students can practice the programs and improve their 

coding knowledge. 
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